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Letter 817
TERMINAL VISION
Nose To Nose
TERMINAL DREAM
Seal Team
2019-10-05
Dear Yeshua,
Saturday, 1 June 2019, 11AM.
Last night was a little different. I was having some high-pain issues and was trying to get to sleep at about
9PM. While I was waiting for my pain-pill to take effect, I sort of drifted off into a dream, but not really a
dream because I was not fully asleep. Dreams by deHinition occur when one is asleep, so this might be
called a Vision-Dream. It felt like a dream, but I knew I was still awake. It could also be called a “waking
dream”. This wasn’t the Hirst time I’ve had one of these. Because I was still awake, I will put into the
Vision category.
I don’t seem to have control over these. It is something the Lord Holy Spirit leads me into, so that I can
see and hear what He wants me to see and hear at that moment in spirit-space, for reasons which He
knows and later I Hind out.
This vision happened between 9:30 and 10PM.
I THIS VISION:
I was walking down a hallway in a house. I was aware that there were other people in the house.
Suddenly I see this weird looking demonic spirit. He comes up quickly to my side, then we turn to face
one another, and come almost nose-to-nose.
I then activate the Grid on him, and then open the Door to the Pit, and watch him enter and go through.
END OF VISION.
Post vision analysis says that:
What was telling is that in the brief moment of time that I am opposing this evil spirit, I suffered the same
exact symptoms in this vision that I do in a fully asleep dream in which I am in conHlict with a devil. I got
sore, my pain levels went up, I became troubled in my spirit, and I couldn't get to sleep for hours after that
episode.
I had to go through my already practiced regimen of a TV snack, in this case at two separate times, and an
earlier than normal pain pill to Hinally get back to sleep.
I think it was about 1AM that I drifted off. But right before I woke up at about 4:45AM I had a (fully
asleep) dream.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was reviewing an episode of the Seal Team TV series, (which I had been watching while awake on CBS
on-demand). The Team’s mission was to go after an Afghani Crime Syndicate called The Halani Family. I
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had a difHicult time remembering the name “Halani”, and kept going over the name in my mind to make
sure I got it right.
END OF DREAM.
After waking from this dream I felt rested, but as of this recording, I am starting to feel sleep-deprived,
and will need to take a nap.
So, the earlier vision kept me awake for several hours, due to my intercession against an enemy demonic
spirit of some kind. The demon didn’t look human. In my experience so far, your typical fallen angel will
appear either angelic (more pronounced features and wearing a robe of some kind) or human. The
entities that look monstrous are demonic spirits. They don’t look “normal” at all.
But I have seen two exceptions. Satan (formerly called Lucifer), who I saw as having the skin of a frog (a
profane thing - see Letter 567 Volume 7), and his top two lieutenants, “Uday & Qusay”, who had faces
which were disHigured from being tortured by Satan in order to attain their high-ranking positing in Hell
(see Letters 239, 240, 243, 243a Volume 5-14).
The reason I saw them like this, being their true nature, is because I have a personal relationship with the
Lord Holy Spirit, Who is the Spirit of Truth. Therefore He shows me things as they really are. This is why
I have never seen a fallen angel in any sort of shining, gloriHied “angel of light” appearance (although one
did try once, and failed). To the Lord, they are not glorious at all. Nor is He deceived in any way. So He
shows me the enemy for who they really are, and in their true state.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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